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Blockchain is a potential technology for migrating the central server’s processing burden into a decentralized, secure, and
transparent manner. This technology has had significant influence and revolution in various industries. However, the limited
transaction processing power is a stumbling block, especially compared to proven alternatives like distributed database systems.
This paper proposes a transaction traffic control approach based on fuzzy logic to enhance the blockchain network’s
transaction processing capacity. The proposed fuzzy controller is implemented in the smart contract to adjust the transaction
traffic flow in real-time network conditions automatically. An experiment environment is built on Hyperledger Fabric to
demonstrate the design approach’s significance. According to the experiment results, the blockchain performance is
significantly improved compared to the baseline. Furthermore, the proposed approach is integrated with an existing blockchain
performance-enhancing tool, and the results indicate that the proposed approach is flexible enough to integrate with other
existing approaches.

1. Introduction

Distributed ledger systems, such as blockchain, allow for
secure and verifiable transactions without a trusted third
party [1]. Blockchain technology is progressively turning into
style, with applications in varied domains like finance, supply
chains, healthcare, the Internet of Things (IoT), sharing
economy, and vehicular edge computing [2–8]. A blockchain
is a distributed ledger of transactions maintained by all of the
blockchain network’s participating nodes. The transactions
are a series of linked blocks that reflect the business logic.
Every node in the network maintains a duplicate copy of
the ledger and updates it with new blocks when all nodes
agree.

As a result, it is widely expected that blockchain will sub-
stantially impact various industries, including finance and
real estate, government administration, energy, and trans-
portation [9]. However, to be practical, blockchain must
handle transaction rates equivalent to those provided by tra-
ditional database management systems and provide some of

the same transactional guarantees. Performance is one of the
biggest problems in implementing blockchain solutions to
replace present centralized servers [10]. Limited scalability,
throughput bottleneck, transaction latency, and storage
limits may hinder blockchain adoption due to inefficient
transaction processing capability and a lack of standards
[11]. Bitcoin, for example, has a 1MB block size restriction
and creates a new block every 10 minutes. As a result, the
Bitcoin network is limited to 7 transactions per second, ren-
dering it unsuitable for trading with a high rate of change
[12]. Ethereum transactions take about 15 seconds to
complete [13], though the average time would increase
exponentially as network conditions change. Anyone can
join a permissionless blockchain like Bitcoin or Ethereum,
and each member is anonymous. This means that neither
the agreements themselves nor the information exchanged
can be kept private as a result. Permissionless platforms
typically offer tokens to incentivize excessive mining or
accelerate transaction processing to compensate for the lack
of privacy. A negative link with the adoption of digital
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currencies can significantly impact transaction costs and
speed. It also makes it challenging to collaborate with other
decentralized platforms because the tokens used on each
platform must be consistent [14]. Since permissionless
blockchains have poor performance and scalability, side
chains are used to offload transaction processing from the
main chain.

We concentrate on permissioned blockchains, which
have known identities of all participating nodes instead of
permissionless blockchains that do not restrict network
membership. A permissioned blockchain is a technique to
safeguard interactions among a set of entities that have a
common aim but may not fully trust one another [15]. The
resultant throughput is substantially higher since traditional
consensus techniques such as crash fault-tolerant (CFT) or
byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) consensus protocols may be
utilized, requiring expensive mining to commit transactions
to the ledger.

Table 1 depicts the distinctions between permissionless
and permissioned blockchains to overview the two briefly.
In comparison to permissionless blockchains, permissioned
blockchains are faster, more energy-efficient, and easier to
implement. However, there is a lack of depth and complexity
in the study on analyzing and improving permissioned
blockchain performance. Permissioned blockchain’s perfor-
mance can start to compete with traditional databases for
small systems, according to the results in [16]. Differences
in consistency models and setup, on the other hand, can
have a significant effect on the overall performance.

Hyperledger Fabric [17], of the most well-known per-
missioned blockchain frameworks for enterprise use cases,
implements a distributed ledger platform for running smart
contracts, leveraging familiar and proven technologies, with
a modular architecture and pluggable components aimed at
private enterprises. Many studies have investigated the per-
formance modeling of Hyperledger Fabric. In [18], the
authors evaluated multiple Hyperledger Fabric versions
(v0.6 and v1.0). In terms of throughput and latency, the
results show that Fabric v1.0 outperforms Fabric v0.6. To
see how the Fabric network behaved, the authors altered
block sizes, resource allocation, state database (DB), and
endorsement policies in [19]. The authors explored the
impact of peer central processing unit (CPU) and disk type
on blockchain latency and throughput in [20]. The authors
in [21] evaluated the performance of Hyperledger Fabric
depending on the indexes such as throughput, latency, num-
ber of transactions, and scalability. The results showed that
increasing the transaction send rate significantly impacts
network performance, particularly latency. However, the
throughput approaches zero when the network reaches its
maximum capacity. In [22], the authors used seven distinct
scenarios to test the performance of Hyperledger Fabric in
terms of transaction throughput and network latency. The
impact of various parameters such as batch-timeout, batch
size, and the number of peers was investigated in these sce-
narios. Performance bottlenecks differ slightly at each stage
depending on the network setup environment. In [23], the
authors looked into the performance characteristics of each
phase and assessed ordering services like Solo, Kafka, and

Raft. The validation stage has been identified as one of the
primary bottlenecks affecting transaction processing capabil-
ity in this research. Because of the continual expansion in
network utilization, the performance of Hyperledger Fabric
is a significant problem for businesses. Permissioned block-
chain platforms, in their current state, cannot meet the per-
formance requirements of massive provenance use cases in
the finance industry, such as stock exchanges, credit card
companies, and mobile payment platforms. As a result, it
is critical to enhance Fabric’s performance to keep pace with
its rapid expansion. Even with Fabric’s present performance,
nodes are overprovisioned to meet peak loads because there
is no way to scale up or down a network, and unnecessarily
high production costs arise.

Recent optimizations include parallel transaction valida-
tion, block and identity certificate caching, and bulk reading
of slow CouchDB for the validation phase. However, most of
these studies modify the Fabric network’s original architecture
by updating some stages of the transaction process or adding
external user-specific modules. Hyperledger Fabric’s architec-
ture is still in the works, receiving various changes and bug
fixes during development. There are times when new versions
outside of the user-specified release cycles may lead to instabil-
ity and compatibility issues. Besides, these studies present
complex configurations which require deep knowledge of
blockchain infrastructure, making it difficult to use for ordi-
nary users. These are the main issues that we need to direct
our attention to when thinking about improving the perfor-
mance of the blockchain.

This paper presents a novel transaction traffic control
approach based on fuzzy logic to improve blockchain perfor-
mance. The fuzzy-based transaction traffic controller in the
smart contract can automatically control the transaction
traffic flow according to network conditions monitored
without third-party intervention. Developers can choose
the appropriate language to depend on to implement the
smart contract without concerning the blockchain’s infra-
structure. The performance of the designed approach is eval-
uated in a clinical trial testbed built on Hyperledger Fabric.
The evaluation results indicate that the proposed approach
can significantly improve the transaction throughput while
reducing the transaction latency.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(i) Novelty: this paper presents a novel transaction
traffic approach based on fuzzy logic to improve
blockchain performance. The fuzzy controller
resides in the smart contract so as to automatically
perform different operations on received transac-
tions according to real-time network conditions.

(ii) Usability: the usability of the proposed approach
has been demonstrated in a clinical trial testbed
built on Hyperledger Fabric from our previous
work. The experiment results indicate that the
blockchain performance is improved significantly
in terms of transaction throughput and latency
compared to the baseline.
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(iii) Scalability: the scalability of the proposed approach
has been validated by integrating with an existing
blockchain performance-enhancing tool, and the
results show that the network’s performance can
be improved further with the proposed approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 examines existing research on improving blockchain
performance. The designed transaction traffic control
approach based on fuzzy logic is presented in Section 3.
The execution of the proposed approach is detailed in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 presents the experimental setup and evalu-
ates the performance of the designed algorithm in the
clinical trial testbed. The security of the proposed approach
is discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the
work by outlining some future research directions.

2. Related Work

Because of the technological improvements in the last few
years, blockchain technology has shown to be a robust way
of ensuring data integrity, particularly in trustless networks
[24–27]. Even though blockchain has the property of data
integrity, using it to improve distributed systems entails
accepting obligatory performance disadvantages such as
high latency and low throughput [28]. Blockchain has
received much attention as a crucial technology that enables
decentralized and incredibly reliable database management.
High latency and low throughput in highly concurrent situ-
ations, on the other hand, are regarded as the primary per-
formance bottlenecks of blockchain technology and have
an impact on its adoption. Due to the blockchain’s nature,
the consensus process is complex. The operation and main-
tenance costs are high because the block data is redundantly
stored in the nodes constituting the blockchain. Most of the
researchers have tried to build a blockchain network based
on high-performance hardware to improve throughput.
However, it is challenging to use blockchain in small and
medium-sized enterprises with insufficient funds due to the
high cost.

Since the initial version of Hyperledger Fabric was
launched in 2017, the architecture of Hyperledger Fabric
has undergone various changes and bug fixes in develop-
ment. The Fabric comprises miscellaneous components such
as peers, membership service providers (MSPs), clients, and
ordering services. The basic transaction workflow goes

through the following stages: the endorsement stage, the
ordering stage, and the validation stage. Each stage runs
independently and does not affect the other stages. The busi-
ness logic of Fabric is provided by the smart contracts that
serve as a trustworthy decentralized program, gaining its
trust and security from the blockchain and conjointly the
entire agreement across the entire network. Fabric intro-
duces a brand-new approach known as an execute-order-
validate to perform transactions in three stages. In simple
terms, a submitted transaction will be executed, thus being
endorsed, ordered in a block, and before appending to the
ledger, these endorsed transactions must be validated against
the predefined endorsement policy. The flow of transaction
execution across the network is illustrated in Figure 1. The
client application should have credentials issued by the cer-
tificate authority (CA) to induce approval for submitting
dealings proposals. The CA issues credentials to clients
who want to submit transaction proposals and authenticates
the identities of these clients before they are allowed to par-
ticipate in the network. Client applications generate transac-
tions, and the application software development kit (SDK)
creates connections between the client application and net-
work peers. These peers are the basic units to form the
network, and they can be separated into endorser peers or
committer peers depending on the type of task. Endorser
peers perform on proposals, sign them with their signatures,
and then respond with approvals or rejections. Each
endorsed transaction is validated against the endorsement
policy by committer peers, who then add the block of trans-
actions to the ledger. Endorser peers in a simulated environ-
ment handle the received transaction proposal by invoking
the smart contract. At this time, the results of transaction
execution will not be replicated in the ledger.

Every endorser peer signs the read and write (RW) set
and returns proposal responses to the client application for
inspection. The client verifies the endorsing signatures to
check if the required endorsement policy (e.g., the required
number of endorser peers that have to endorse the transac-
tion execution results) has been consummated. These signed
transactions are packaged and submitted along with RW sets
to the orderer by the client. The batched data is ordered into
a block by the orderer and delivered to any or all committer
peers. Every committer peer validates the transaction by
checking whether the RW sets match the current state or
not. Once the committer peer validates the transaction, it
writes it to the ledger and updates the state using the Write

Table 1: Comparison of permissionless and permissioned blockchain platforms.

Property Permissionless blockchain Permissioned blockchain

Consensus participant Public ownership The nodes that have been chosen

Permission Public Either public or private

Efficiency Low High

Decentralization Fully decentralized Partially decentralized

Cost Not cost-effective Cost-effective

Consensus mechanism Proof of stake, proof of work BFT, raft, CFT

Use case Bitcoin, Ethereum Hyperledger Fabric
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data from the RW set. Finally, the committer peers send
events to the client application to inform whether the sub-
mitted transaction succeeded or not. Besides, client applica-
tions can subscribe to events to be notified by every
committer peer once an event happens.

There are few studies on improving Fabric performance
or optimizing its architecture. The authors in [29] propose a
configurable blockchain system with a new consensus algo-
rithm to adjust the verification process. The network scale-
up/out, space efficiency, and security level are all factors in
determining transaction processing capability. As a con-
straint, the basic authentication procedure is performed
within the Hyperledger Fabric network, and general network
security is in place. Besides, all peer-to-peer (P2P) data
transmission utilizes the public key infrastructure (PKI)
encryption module.

Nexledger Accelerator [30] is a novel transaction pro-
cessing engine with an independent and modular structure
that acts as an intermediate between application clients
and the blockchain network. Such a feature is appropriate
for IoT applications since IoT devices might not have
enough computing power to run a novel approach to
improve blockchain performance. Nexledger Accelerator
provides a straightforward, however robust, transaction pro-
cessing algorithm using batch scheduling. It classifies the
incoming transactions into batched transactions. To this
end, Nexledger Accelerator is fastidiously designed to settle
on the self-adaptive batch size, counting on the characteristic
of requested transactions and the remaining computing
resource of the blockchain network. A similar approach is
also presented in [31] to reduce the network latency and

the number of transfers by batching chaincode execution.
Batch processing refers to transferring/handling transactions
in a batch by grouping transactions into a set of data rather
than processing them sequentially.

Though multiple studies are dedicated to addressing low
throughput, these studies only focus on the use cases with
giant transaction volumes, neglecting conflicting transac-
tions. Conflicting transactions are those transactions initi-
ated by the client with the constant primary key. The
system performance of Hyperledger Fabric may be severely
degraded if various conflicting transactions exist. The
authors [32] suggest utilizing a cache-enabled endorser to
discover conflict transactions before executing the smart
contract. When the system is integrated with the cache, it
takes fewer steps than the original system to reject conflict
transactions. The cache is enforced on the local endorser.
The account code is retrieved from the incoming data and
saved in the cache as necessary information before each
transaction is completed. If the account code is located in
the cache, the endorser can refuse to execute such transac-
tions and alert clients, shortening the time between
transactions.

Hyperledger Fabric is designed with flexibility and gen-
erality in mind, allowing for a wide range of nondeterminis-
tic smart contracts and pluggable services to be
implemented. Version 1.0, on the other hand, does not
include a BFT ordering service implementation, instead
offering only a crash fault-tolerant ordering service. The
authors in [33] present the design, implementation, and
evaluation of a new BFT ordering service, similar to the
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) protocol. Even
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Committer peer
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Figure 1: Transaction processing workflow in Hyperledger Fabric.
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with ordering nodes spread across regions, the BFT-SMART
ordering service can achieve up to 10 k representative trans-
actions per second and write a transaction irreversibly
within the blockchain in half a second, according to the eval-
uation conducted on a local cluster and in a geodistributed
setting.

In Hyperledger Fabric, every peer node is linked to a dis-
tributed repository, so-called state database, to store the
latest values of ledger data. LevelDB and CouchDB are the
two-state databases that Hyperledger Fabric currently sup-
ports. LevelDB is a peer-to-peer database that allows for
comparatively speedy access. CouchDB is a client-server
database that can be accessed over an HTTP-based represen-
tational state transfer (REST) application programming
interface (API). The authors in [34] redesign the transaction
validation phase of Hyperledger Fabric based on the analysis
from a fine-grained breakdown of the validation latency. An
optimization approach using chaincode cache is proposed to
enable ledger reading and writing operations in parallel. The
experiment results reveal performance improvements of 2x
for CouchDB and 1.3x for LevelDB.

Similarly, the authors in [35] rearchitect Hyperledger
Fabric to increase transaction throughput. They focus on
performance bottlenecks beyond the consensus algorithm
and present architectural changes that reduce computation
and input or output (I/O) overhead during transaction
ordering and validation phases. The authors in [36] develop
a Hyperledger Fabric GoLevelDB benchmark to characterize
database access performance by simulating the transaction
behaviors. The characterization results reveal several perfor-
mance bottlenecks and identify some optimization opportu-
nities to achieve better performance. The authors in [37]
propose two other competent APIs between the chaincode
and the peer. The first API is called the Differential Update
State (DUS), which can reduce reading the state of the key
before writing the updated value. As the name implies, the
DUS API provides a specified set of operations to compute
the updated values via different operations and writes the
ledger’s commutated value. The second API is called
the Compound Request (CR), which supports read, write,
and combined functions. It executes all the requests in a
specified order and removes the number of requests com-
pared to the DUS API. This feature makes it suitable for
use cases requiring frequent parameter read and initializa-
tion operations. QiQi, a component-level performance isola-
tion approach for Hyperledger Fabric, is presented by the
authors in [38]. By monitoring Fabric’s performance, this
technique may dynamically adjust the CPU scheduling of
Fabric components. The experiment results show that QiQi
can support a variety of Fabric ordering services and chain-
codes. By rearchitecting Hyperledger Fabric, the authors
provide a pipeline execution of validation and commit
phases in [39]. They also introduce the sparse peer, a new
type of node that may selectively commit transactions to
avoid CPU and I/O intensive tasks.

Table 2 describes the comparison between the proposed
approaches with some existing studies discussed above. It is
evident from the table that most of the existing studies mod-
ify the original architecture or process of Hyperledger

Fabric. This may result in incompatibility issues,
especially when a new version is released. This paper’s pro-
posed approach does not change the original system as the
fuzzy controller is directly deployed into the smart contract
that is flexible enough to be extended. Nexledger Accelerator
is a recent blockchain performance-enhancing tool with
similar features to the proposed approach. Although it is also
built on an independent and modular architecture, however,
it is only specified to the Fabric network. Besides, Nexledger
Accelerator’s configuration is complicated, making it diffi-
cult to use, especially for people who know little about block-
chain. The proposed approach can be applied to any other
blockchain platforms that support smart contracts. Devel-
opers can choose the appropriate language to depend on to
implement the smart contract without concerning the block-
chain’s infrastructure.

3. Designed Architecture of the Transaction
Traffic Control Based on Fuzzy Logic in
Smart Contract

3.1. System Architecture. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed
system’s architecture, which comprises the admin, transac-
tion traffic measurement analyzer, blockchain adaptor,
benchmark DB, and the Hyperledger Fabric network. The
Fabric network consists of various peers who copy the dis-
tributed ledger and a smart contract. The admin can config-
ure the benchmark and network files for the performance
evaluation. A network configuration file describes the system
under test and specifies the network’s connection require-
ments. The performance benchmark workload and user-
specified test files are specified in a benchmark configuration
file. The blockchain adaptor receives the transactions from
the client where the workload happens and sends commands
to initialize the blockchain network. Multiple clients can
submit transactions to the blockchain network and return
the transaction responses by invoking the functions specified
in the smart contract. The transaction traffic measurement
analyzer reads predefined performance statistics and stores
benchmark results into the benchmark DB. The fuzzy con-
troller adjusts the transaction acceptance rate by comparing
transaction throughput, transaction latency with the accep-
tance rate. Transaction throughput and transaction latency
are input parameters of the fuzzifier. Rules are evaluated in
the inference engine. The defuzzifier converts output data
(acceptance rate) into nonfuzzy values. The transaction con-
trol module obtains the output value to adjust the transac-
tion acceptance rate. The whole process is repeated, and
the transaction processing capability of the Fabric network
can be dynamically maintained at a suitable level.

Figure 3 details the block diagram of the network config-
uration. The admin creates crypto certificates for each net-
work entity and updates the network configuration, which
specifies the network’s topology. The blockchain adaptor
consists of a config validator, Fabric SDK, and network con-
figuration module. The config validator validates each net-
work configuration object. The Fabric SDK provides the
interface to connect with the Fabric network. The network
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configuration is used to access information in the connec-
tion profile configuration. The blockchain adaptor can send
commands to initialize the network (channel, peer) and
install the smart contract to the Fabric network.

Figure 4 details the structure of the transaction traffic
measurement analyzer. The workload module acts as the
brain of the analyzer. When the analyzer schedules transac-
tions for a given round, it is the task of the workload control
module to generate the transactions’ content and submit it
to the adaptor. Multiple local clients are generated according
to the benchmark configuration, and each of them is con-
nected with a rate control module. The rate control module

regulates the rate of transactions at a fixed rate or follows a
specific profile. The resource monitor collects statistics on
resource utilization during benchmarking, while the perfor-
mance analyzer calculates benchmark results according to
performance statistics. Benchmark results are collated into
a test report by the report generator, and a copy of the report
is stored in the benchmark DB.

3.2. Fuzzy Based Transaction Traffic Control. The smart con-
tract based on fuzzy logic is the core component of the pro-
posed transaction traffic control approach that makes
decisions based on network conditions from the blockchain.

Table 2: Comparison between the proposed approaches with existing studies from the literature.

Name Change of architecture Use of smart contract Interoperability Compatibility Configuration difficulty

[29] Yes No No No High

[30] No No No Yes High

[31] No No No Yes High

[32] Yes No No No Low

[33] Yes No No No High

[34] Yes No No No Low

[35] Yes No No No High

[36] No No No Yes Low

[37] Yes No No No High

[38] No No No Yes High

[39] Yes No No No High

Proposed approach No Yes Yes Yes Low
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Figure 2: The system architecture of the transaction traffic control based on fuzzy logic.
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The used fuzzy logic module keeps a favorable position by
utilizing the general knowledge or experience to take a
network-specific decision. In this paper, the Mamdani fuzzy
system is used, one of the most well-known theories in the
field of fuzzy logic control (FLC) [40]. The linguistic control
strategy is born-again into an automatic control strategy
supported by up-to-date data. Linguistic expression labeling
information granular, like temperature for the weather or
age for persons, is expressed as a linguistic variable. It is
familiar and comfortable to convert linguistic values using
adverbs or adjectives since natural languages do not contin-
uously contain enough worth to define a fuzzy variable scale.
This paper utilizes the Mamdani rule structure to set up lin-
guistic modeling to regulate transaction traffic control.

Figure 2 shows that the fuzzy logic module mainly consists
of a fuzzification module, fuzzy rules, an inference system,
and a defuzzification module. The steps of a fuzzy logic
implementation can be summarized as follows:

Step 1. Define a set of fuzzy variables (see Table 3).

Step 2. Define a set of membership functions.

Step 3. Build a set of fuzzy rules for each variable (see
Table 4).

Step 4. Get outcomes of the fuzzy rules by combing rule
strength and output membership functions.

Admin

Blockchain
adaptor

Config
validator

Fabric SDK

Network
configuration

Hyperledger fabric

Channel

Peer

Smart
contract

Create crypto
certificates

Initialize the
network

Initialize the
smart contract

Set network
configuration

Figure 3: Blockchain adaptor block diagram.
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Figure 4: The detailed structure of the transaction traffic measurement analyzer.
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Step 5. Obtain the output by combing the outcomes.

Step 6. Defuzzify the output membership function.
Rule definition is one of the most complex and essential

tasks in fuzzy inference systems. It requires domain expert
knowledge; for rule generation, we have used the model eval-
uated from the previous study [41]. The linguistic terms of
the input and output variables and their corresponding fuzzy
sets are given in Table 3. In the proposed approach, the fuz-
zy variables for membership functions are defined as trans-
action throughput and transaction latency, and acceptance
rate is valued as “high,” “acceptable,” and “low.” For every
acceptance rate factor, the output values are scaled in [0,
100], where the minimum value 0 expresses the lowest
acceptance rate and the value 100 represents the highest
acceptance rate.

We use both triangular and trapezoidal membership
functions to outline the fuzzy variables within the fuzzy sys-
tem. The trapezoidal fuzzy set A performs μAðxÞ, assigned by
four quantified variables (a, b, c, d). The mathematical illus-

tration of the fuzzy membership function is interpreted, as
shown in

μA xð Þ

0, x < a,
x − a
b − a

, a < x < b,

1, b < x < c a < b ≤ c ≤ dð Þ,
d − x
d − c

, c < x < d,

0, x > d:

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

It is worth noting that the trapezoidal function is trian-
gular when b equals c. Equation (2) defines the fuzzy inter-
section operation between two fuzzy sets A and B, where
A, B ∈U and x is an element in the U universe:

μA∩B xð Þ =min μA xð Þ, μB xð Þf g, ∀x ∈U: ð2Þ

Moreover, their union is defined by

μA∪B xð Þ =max μA xð Þ, μB xð Þf g, ∀x ∈U : ð3Þ

The proposed fuzzy controller considers two input vari-
ables: transaction throughput and transaction latency. The
output variable generated by the fuzzy controller is
the acceptance rate of the transaction. For combining, these
two fuzzy input parameters are used to obtain rule strength
by using fuzzy operators. Afterward, the fuzzy inference sys-
tem evaluates each rule via the membership functions and
concludes with the rule’s conditions. The quantitative results
of the given fuzzy sets and corresponding membership
degrees are calculated by

mCoA =
Ð
f xð Þ∙xdx
Ð
f xð Þdx : ð4Þ

The defuzzification approach used is the Modified Cen-
ter of Area (mCoA). It considers all areas covered by the
scaled membership functions, even if they extend beyond
the range of the output variable, where (x) is the aggregated
membership function and x represents the output value. The
integration interval is the distance between the minimum
and maximum membership function values.

For rule definition, three different approaches are
adopted as follows:

(1) Minimum based: in this scheme, the output value is
set to the minimum value of given input, e.g.,

If M1 is high andM2 is high, then y is minimum: ð5Þ

(2) Average based: in this scheme, the output value is set
to the average value of given input, e.g.,

Table 3: Fuzzy set definition for input and output parameters.

(a)

Input variables Linguistic terms Fuzzy sets (a, b, c, d)

Transaction throughput

Very low 0, 0, 20, 60

Low 20, 60, 100

Acceptable 60, 100, 140

High 100, 140, 180

Very high 140, 180, 200, 200

Transaction latency

Very low 0, 0, 0.15, 0.45

Low 0.15, 0.45, 0.75

Acceptable 0.45, 0.75, 1.05

High 0.75, 1.05, 1.35

Very high 1.05, 1.35, 1.5, 1.5

(b)

Output variables Linguistic terms Fuzzy sets (a, b, c, d)

Acceptance rate

Very low 0, 0, 10, 30

Low 10, 30, 50

Medium 30, 50, 70

High 50, 70, 90

Very high 70, 90, 100, 100

Table 4: Sample fuzzy rule definition.

Transaction throughput Transaction latency Acceptance rate

Very low Very low Very high

Low Low Very high

Acceptable Acceptable Medium

High High Low

Very high Very high Very low
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If M1 is high andM2 is low, then y ismedium: ð6Þ

(3) Maximum based: in this scheme, the output value is
set to the maximum value of given input, e.g.,

If M1 is low andM2 is low, then y is maximum: ð7Þ

The proposed fuzzy controller is aimed at holding the
acceptance rate of the transaction at an optimum level. For
example, the acceptance rate is meager if the transaction
throughput is exceedingly high and has incredibly low
latency. In a word, the fuzzy controller serves as a regulator
of transaction traffic in line with transaction throughput and
transaction latency. Table 4 presents a sample of specified
fuzzy rules, and in total, twenty-five rules are defined. The
total number of rules for the fuzzy controller is counted by
considering all possible combinations of input variables.

3.3. Transaction Traffic Control Execution Process. Figure 5
describes the execution process of the transaction traffic con-
trol approach based on fuzzy logic. At the beginning of each
test, the admin should configure the network and bench-
mark profiles to fulfill the test scenario’s requirements. The
benchmark file describes how the evaluation test should be
executed, including the number of rounds, send rate of the
transaction, and settings about monitoring the test network.
The network configuration file describes the topology of the
test network, such as the configuration of nodes, number of
clients, and smart contracts deployed to the test network.
Once the network is set up, the admin can start the script
to start the benchmark test. One or more clients generate
transactions to the adaptor; in turn, the adaptor submits
transactions to the Fabric network.

Meanwhile, the transaction traffic measurement analyzer
observes and collects the benchmark results. The
analyzer calculates the benchmark statistics and stores the
results in the benchmark DB. The fuzzifier retrieves the
transaction throughput and network latency as the input
parameters of the fuzzy inference system. The inference
engine evaluates the input parameters according to the fuzzy
rules. The defuzzifier produces the acceptance rate as the
output value and sends this value to the transaction control
module. The transaction module performs transaction traffic
control operations concerning the acceptance rate. The
transaction execution response is generated and returned
to the client. This process is repeated across the entire
benchmark experiment until the user stops the test. Finally,
all network entities and the smart contract will be removed.

4. Implementation of the Transaction Traffic
Control Based on Fuzzy Logic

4.1. Development Environment. Table 5 presents the technol-
ogy stack used to implement transaction traffic control based
on fuzzy logic. The Hyperledger Fabric (v1.4.1) is used as the
blockchain infrastructure deployed in the Ubuntu Linux

(18.04 LTS) operating system. All the network elements of
Hyperledger Fabric are encapsulated as Docker images in
Docker containers, which are running in the virtual
machine. The Node SDK enables interactions between exter-
nal applications and the Fabric blockchain network via APIs
to submit transactions to the ledger or query content data.
Hyperledger Caliper (v2.0.0) is an open-source blockchain
benchmark tool that allows users or developers to measure
different performance indexes of blockchain implementation
[42]. FuzzyIS is a JavaScript library for building a fuzzy
inference system in smart contracts that utilize Node.js.
MongoDB is a NoSQL database used to store the benchmark
results in the JSON-like document with a schema. Express.js
is a Node. Js-based web server framework to build web appli-
cations provides various REST APIs to manipulate
MongoDB.

4.2. Smart Contract Implementation. Algorithm 1 illustrates
the process to initialize the fuzzy inference system in the
smart contract. The fuzzy inference system in the smart con-
tract contains three core objects. The linguistic variable ini-
tializes and adds input and output linguistic variables into
the system. In the proposed fuzzy inference system, the
input linguistic values are transaction throughput and trans-
action latency, while the output linguistic value is the accep-
tance rate. The variable term describes fuzzy terms for each
variable like high/low and very high/very low. The rule
describes the connection between input and output linguistic
variables. These are conditions like: “if transaction through-
put is very low and transaction latency is very low, then
acceptance rate should be very high,” which describes how
the system works. The fuzzy inference system is created with
input and output linguistic variables along with described
rules. It calculates precise values for output variables refer-
ring to the rules given. We can express the algorithmic com-
plexity by using the Big-O asymptotic notation. Algorithm 1
is a constant-time function that can be expressed as Oð1Þ.

Algorithm 2 describes the process of invoking the fuzzy
inference system in the smart contract. When the smart con-
tract is invoked, it initializes the Benchmark Url and
connects with the database. A new database instance is cre-
ated, and the smart contract retrieves the latest record.
Transaction throughput and transaction latency values are
extracted from the result. These two values are used as the
fuzzy inference system’s input variables to compute the out-
put variable acceptance rate. Afterward, the smart contract
performs different operations on the transaction according
to the acceptance rate’s value, as described in Algorithm 3.
Three operations (drop, delay, and accept) are defined in
the smart contract along with three thresholds. The algorith-
mic complexity of Algorithms 2 and 3 is also a constant-time
function that can be expressed as Oð1Þ.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Clinical Trial Testbed. In this section, we verify the effi-
ciency and usability of the proposed approach by applying it
in the clinical trial testbed from our previous work [43]. The
workflow of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Each participant must have credentials to get the authorized
permission for submitting a transaction to the blockchain
network. The principal investigator (PI), clinical research
coordinator (CRC), and clinical research associate (CRA)
can only read and update their profiles. The PI and CRC
can create profiles for new subjects participating in the clin-
ical trial. They can also set profiles for devices (pillbox, bgm),

which will update the settings accordingly. The devices col-
lect biomedical data from subjects and generate electronic
case report form (eCRF) pillbox/blood glucose meter
(bgm) data in the blockchain. The eCRF PI consult data
and lab test data are created by the CRC when the subject
visits the clinical site. After confirmation by the PI, these
data cannot be modified. The CRA can review the data

Admin

Configure the network

Configure the benchmark

Run tests

Generate
transaction Submit

transaction

Throughput
and latency

Evaluate fuzzy
rules Produce

fuzzy output Control
command

Execution results
Response

Remove
network

Clear contracts

Stop tests

Return response

Clear the blockchain network

Remove
contracts

Perform transaction
traffic control operations

Observe benchmark
results

Save benchmark statistics
in database

Main loop

Client Transaction traffic
measurement analyzer Adaptor Blokchain

network Fuzzifier Inference
engine Defuzzifier Transaction

control

Smart contract (with fuzzy logic)

Figure 5: Sequence diagram of the transaction traffic control approach based on fuzzy logic.

Table 5: Development environment of the transaction traffic control based on fuzzy logic.

Component Description

CPU Intel Core i5-8500 @ 3.00GHz

Memory 12GB

OS Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS

Docker engine v19.03.8

Docker-composer v1.24.0

SDK Node.js v8.17.0

Blockchain infrastructure Hyperledger fabric v1.4.1

Transaction traffic measurement tool Hyperledger caliper V2.0.0

FIS library FuzzyIS

DBMS MongoDB

Web server Express.js

Programming language JavaScript

IDE VSCode
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and generate audit queries if there exist errors in data. After-
ward, the PI and CRC can access the audit and correct the
data accordingly.

The smart contract for the clinical trial testbed contains
seven participants, five assets, and nine transactions, as
shown in Table 6. The participants are CRC, PI, CRA, sub-
ject, pillbox, bgm, and last but not least, the admin of the
network. Table 6 gives a list of transactions and describes
the transaction structure, which comprises the participant,

operation, and resource. Participants are users who can sub-
mit the transaction to the business network. The operation
specifies the action (e.g., create and read) that the
transaction can perform on the resource. ALL represents
that the transaction can support all kinds of actions.
Resources represent either participant (e.g., CRC and CRA)
or assets such as eCRF pillbox data and eCRF bgm data.
Transactions submitted by a participant are to perform the
specified operation against the resource.

Input (Linguistic Variables, Variable Terms, Rules)
Begin

Describe a new fuzzy inference system
Initialize and add Linguistic Variables into the system
If the input variable is null, then

Initialize and add transaction throughput variable
Initialize and add transaction latency variable

Else
Throw an error

If the output variable is null, then
Initialize acceptance rate variable

Else
Throw an error

Describe Variable Terms for each variable
IfVariable Term is null
Describe term for transaction throughput variable
Describe term for transaction latency variable
Describe term for acceptance rate variable
Else

Throw an error
Describe Rules for each variable
IfRule is null
Describe each rule in the same order as listed in the term description
Else

Throw an error
End

Algorithm 1: Initialize fuzzy inference system method.

Input (Transaction Throughput, Transaction Latency, BenchmarkDB Url)
Output (Acceptance Rate)
Begin

Initialize the BenchmarkDB Url
Connect to the database with the BenchmarkDB Url
If an error occurs, then

Throw an error
Else

Initialize the database instance
Find the latest record from the collection

If an error occurs, then
Throw an error

Else
Extract the Transaction Throughput value from the result
Extract the Transaction Latency value from the result
Compute the Acceptance Rate value
Close the database connection

End

Algorithm 2: Invoke fuzzy inference system method.
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5.2. Setup for Experiment. This experiment was performed in
a single channel of the clinical trial testbed network, consist-
ing of 4 organizations with 6 endorser peer nodes in total. A

new block is generated every 250 milliseconds, with a default
block size of 10 transactions per block. The default ordering
service is solo, with only one ordering node. The default

Input (Acceptance Rate, Drop Tx Threshold, Delay Tx Threshold, Accept Tx Threshold)
Begin

Set the Acceptance Rate
Set the Drop Tx Threshold
Set the Wait Tx Threshold
Set the Accept Tx Threshold
IfAcceptance Rate is less than the Drop Tx Threshold then

Drop the transaction
Else IfAcceptance Rate is greater than the Drop Tx Threshold and less than the Wait Tx Threshold then

Delay the transaction
Else IfAcceptance Rate is greater than the Acceptance Tx Threshold then

Accept the transaction
Else

Throw an error
End

Algorithm 3: Transaction control method.

User profile
management

User profile
management

User profile
management

User registration
and enrollment

Device setting

Visit the
clinical site

eCRF pillbox/bgm data
management

eCRF PI consult
data management

eCRF lab test data
management

Subject profile
management

Device
(Pillbox/BGM)
management

View eCRF
pillbox/bgm data

View eCRF PI consult
data

View eCRF lab
test data

Audit query

View audit

View audit
Update consult/lab

test data

2
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8

2

1

5

CRA

PI

CRC

Subject

Device

Admin

Figure 6: The workflow of the blockchain-based clinical trial service platform.

Table 6: Defined transactions in the smart contract.

Transaction Participant Operation Resource (participant, asset)

User profile management Admin ALL CRC, CRA, PI

Subject management CRC, PI ALL Subject

Device pillbox profile management CRC, PI ALL Pillbox

Device BGM profile management CRC, PI ALL BGM

eCRF pillbox data management CRC, PI, pillbox READ, CREATE eCRF pillbox data

eCRF BGM data management CRC, PI, BGM READ, CREATE eCRF BGM data

eCRF PI consult data management CRC, PI, CRA ALL eCRF PI consult data

eCRF LAB data management CRC, PI, CRA ALL eCRF lab data

eCRF CRA audit CRC, PI, CRA ALL eCRF audit
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state database in this experiment was LevelDB. Table 7 lists
the remaining experiment parameters. The experiment’s
scripts were specified to target one function of our proto-
type: eCRF lab data generation, since the user most fre-
quently invokes this transaction. The evaluation tests in
this section were averaged over numerous rounds to reduce
errors caused by system overload and network congestion.
Figure 7 shows the snapshot of the command in the console
to install the smart contract onto all of the peer nodes for
each organization.

5.3. Performance Metrics. The two main performance met-
rics used to assess the blockchain network’s performance
are throughput and latency. The throughput can be further
divided into two divisions in terms of the processes to be
handled. Read throughput is a metric that counts how many
read operations are accomplished in a given amount of time,
expressed in reads per second (rps). Most of the systems are
often deployed adjacent to the blockchain to obtain signifi-
cant reading query efficiency. As a result, the read through-
put of the blockchain is not utilized as a core performance
metric. The rate at which the blockchain commits valid
transactions in a given period, represented in transactions
per second (tps), is known as transaction throughput. Trans-
action throughput is measured across all nodes in a network,
not only at a single node.

Read throughput = Total read operations
Total time in seconds

,

Transaction throughput =
Total valid transactions
Total time in seconds

:

ð8Þ

Regarding the types of operations, latency can be divided
into two sections. The whole time it takes to send a read
request and obtain a response is read latency. Transaction
latency costs the entire network to validate a transaction,
including broadcasting time and consensus algorithm

allocation time.

Read latency = response received time − submission time,

Transaction latency = confirmation time − submission time:
ð9Þ

5.4. Throughput and Network Latency Evaluation. This sec-
tion evaluates the performance of the proposed approach
using the clinical trial testbed in terms of transaction
throughput and transaction latency. This experiment is per-
formed by scaling the transaction send rate and the number
of clients to obtain a comprehensive result.

Figure 8 plots the experimental results of the baseline
and the fuzzy logic scheme in terms of average transaction
throughput with 1 client. The transaction throughput
increased linearly with the increase in send rate until it
reached around 100 tps. The transaction throughput growth
slowed drastically and eventually came to a halt when the
send rate exceeded this point. When the send rate was 125
tps, the transaction throughput was 95 tps, and 106.4 tps,
respectively, resulting in a 12% improvement in transaction
throughput. Figure 9 plots the experimental results of the
baseline and the fuzzy logic scheme in terms of average
transaction latency with 1 client. It is observed that the base-
line network generated more transaction latency than the
fuzzy logic scheme when the send rate was above the satura-
tion point. When the send rate was 200 tps, there is a 57.3%
reduction in transaction latency.

Figure 10 plots the experimental results of the baseline
and the fuzzy logic scheme in terms of average transaction
throughput with 5 clients. The transaction throughput
increased linearly with the increase in send rate until it
reached around 150 tps. The growth of transaction through-
put decreased significantly and approached to a flat when
the send rate was above this point. When the send rate was
150 tps, the transaction throughput was 108.6 tps, and
125.4 tps, respectively. When compared to the baseline, the
fuzzy-based technique can increase transaction throughput
by 15.5% at this point. Figure 11 plots the experimental

Table 7: Default experiment setup unless otherwise stated.

Parameters Values

Number of orgs 4

Number of endorser peers 6

Endorsement policy AND (a, b, c)

Ordering service Solo

Block size 10 transactions per block

Block frequency (maximum timeout to create a block) 250ms

State database LevelDB

Programming language Node.js

Use of TLS No

Number of clients 5

Smart contract Clinical trial network
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Figure 7: Snapshot of smart contract installation in the network.
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Figure 8: Evaluation of transaction throughput with one client.
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Figure 9: Evaluation of transaction latency with one client.
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results of the baseline and the fuzzy logic scheme in terms of
average transaction latency with 5 clients. It is observed that
the baseline network generated more transaction latency
than the fuzzy logic scheme when the send rate was above
the saturation point. This experiment results indicate that
the fuzzy logic scheme performs better than the baseline
concerning transaction latency and throughput. When the
transmit rate was 200 tps, there is a 37% reduction in trans-
action latency.

The proposed approach is effective, especially when the
send rate reaches 150 tps and more. According to the exper-
iment results in the previous work [41], 150 tps is a satura-
tion point of the network, and higher arrival rates can
cause lower transaction throughput. The reality is that scal-
ing the rate of transactions sent to the network will likely
reach a point where transaction latency becomes untenable
because the peers become saturated, consuming all the avail-
able CPU and memory resources allocated to the host server.
In this case, the fuzzy controller regulates the network’s

acceptance rate to maintain the transaction processing capa-
bility just as we expected.

Furthermore, we perform a collaboration experiment by
integrating the proposed approach with one of the existing
performance-enhancing tools called Accelerator, overviewed
in Related Work. Accelerator retrieves transactions from cli-
ents on behalf of blockchain nodes and routes the transac-
tions to the blockchain network. The proposed fuzzy logic
controller is applied to the nodes connected with Accelerator
nodes. The proposed approach was evaluated thoroughly by
comparing it to the baseline network and the baseline net-
work with Accelerator. The experiment was carried out by
altering the number of clients while maintaining a fixed send
rate of 200 tps, as shown in Table 8. Compared to the base-
line, the network with Accelerator boosts transaction
throughput by 67.2% and lowers transaction latency by
35.4% for one client. With Accelerator and the proposed
technique, transaction throughput is enhanced by 77.7%,
and transaction latency is reduced by 52.3%. Compared to
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Figure 10: Evaluation of transaction throughput with five clients.
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Figure 11: Evaluation of transaction latency with five clients.
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the baseline, the network with Accelerator increases transac-
tion throughput by 82.1 percent and reduces transaction
latency by 20% for five clients. With Accelerator, the trans-
action throughput is enhanced by 96.9%, and the latency is
reduced by 37.9% using the fuzzy-based approach. The
results show that the proposed method is interoperable
enough to collaborate with other methodologies.

The performance of the proposed approach is also eval-
uated in terms of resource utilization, such as memory
usage, CPU utilization rate, and traffic in and traffic out.
Table 9 and Table 10 represents the results of the baseline
and the prototype with the designed approach, respectively.
From these two tables, it is observed that there is no signifi-

cant burden on the network by utilizing the fuzzy-based
approach. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm
can efficiently utilize system resources.

This paper presents a transaction traffic control
approach based on fuzzy logic to improve blockchain plat-
forms’ performance that supports smart contracts. A clinical
trial testbed implemented on Hyperledger Fabric is used as
part of the experimental test to demonstrate the proposed
approach’s usability. This technique is based on smart con-
tracts rather than the underlying blockchain architecture,
accommodating various blockchain implementations easily.
Furthermore, it can work with some of the existing block-
chain performance enhancement tools to get even more

Table 8: Comparison analysis of the performance evaluation with Accelerator.

Number of clients Send rate (tps) Performance indexes Baseline Accelerator Accelerator (with proposed approach)

1
200 Transaction throughput (tps) 98.7 165 175.4

200 Transaction latency 650 420 280

5
200 Transaction throughput (tps) 135.5 246.7 266.8

200 Transaction latency (ms) 2350 1880 1460

Table 9: Resource utilization of the baseline network.

Name Memory (max) Memory (avg) CPU (max) CPU (avg) Traffic in Traffic out

local-client.js 103.2MB 88.5MB 12.64% 9.76% — —

http://peer1.company.com 115.0MB 106.2MB 12.36% 6.73% 5.6MB 5.2MB

http://peer2.home.com 114.2MB 106.0MB 16.92% 7.75% 5.7MB 13.6MB

http://peer3.home.com 94.6MB 86.7MB 12.95% 7.75% 5.2MB 5.4MB

http://peer4.hospital.com 133.4MB 115.5MB 11.20% 4.74% 3.9MB 29.0 KB

http://peer5.hospital.com 109.0MB 96.2MB 11.46% 5.53% 4.6MB 4.7MB

http://peer6.cro.com 112.3MB 107.0MB 13.92% 5.24% 5.4MB 11.1MB

http://orderer.com 40.6MB 25.4MB 6.16% 2.85% 4.3MB 1472MB

ca_nodeCompany 6.5MB 6.5MB 0.00% 0.00% 536 B 0 B

ca_nodeHome 6.5MB 6.5MB 0.00% 0.00% 486 B 0 B

ca_nodeHospital 6.5MB 6.5MB 0.00% 0.00% 516 B 0 B

ca_nodeCRO 6.5MB 6.5MB 0.00% 0.00% 426 B 0 B

Table 10: Resource utilization of the prototype with the designed approach.

Name Memory (max) Memory (avg) CPU (max) CPU (avg) Traffic in Traffic out

local-client.js 103.7MB 88.7MB 12.84% 9.96% — —

http://peer1.company.com 115.4MB 106.7MB 12.46% 6.93% 5.8MB 5.4MB

http://peer2.home.com 114.7MB 106.5MB 17.22% 8.05% 5.8MB 13.8MB

http://peer3.home.com 95.2MB 87.1MB 13.05% 8.15% 5.3MB 5.6MB

http://peer4.hospital.com 133.9MB 115.8MB 11.35% 4.94% 4.1MB 31.0 KB

http://peer5.hospital.com 112.0MB 96.6MB 11.67% 5.73% 4.7MB 4.9MB

http://peer6.cro.com 112.7MB 107.3MB 14.02% 5.54% 5.6MB 11.5MB

http://orderer.com 41.6MB 25.6MB 6.46% 3.05% 4.6MB 1502MB

ca_nodeCompany 6.8MB 6.8MB 0.00% 0.00% 566 B 0 B

ca_nodeHome 6.8MB 6.8MB 0.00% 0.00% 496 B 0 B

ca_nodeHospital 6.8MB 6.8MB 0.00% 0.00% 536 B 0 B

ca_nodeCRO 6.8MB 6.8MB 0.00% 0.00% 446 B 0 B
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significant benefits; for example, the proposed approach
improves Accelerator’s performance.

The experimental results in this section indicate that the
proposed approach can be used in business scenarios that
require high throughput and concurrency. Some other busi-
ness disciplines, including supply chains and energy trading,
can also benefit from the significance of this work. Due to
the absence of transaction processing capabilities caused by
a time-consuming consensus procedure that remains a
restriction in deploying blockchain on IoT applications, the
proposed approach can be expanded into current decentra-
lized food supply chain systems to increase efficiency. IoT
sensors can be attached to any product, such as fish
entrusted for transportation, and transmit temperature,
humidity, and location data. The fuzzy controller is placed
on a smart contract that each supply chain business network
party can access. The transaction traffic flow can be con-
trolled based on network conditions in real time.

6. Security Verification

This paper introduces an adaptor that acts as a link between
the user and the blockchain network. This adaptor is used to
set up the network and benchmark profiles that the user has
created. It can also receive transactions from numerous cli-
ents and distribute them to each network endorser peer.
The CA of Hyperledger Fabric secures data transfer between
the adapter and the blockchain network. The CA is in charge
of digital certificate registration and issuing. By the name
subject of the certificate, the digital certificate identifies the
owner of a public key. The adapter can consume services
using the issued certificate in X.509 to certify itself in net-
work messages. This method allows all participants to trust
the digital signature associated with the issued certificate’s
private key. Recipients of digitally signed messages can check
if the signature is valid with the sender’s public key to verify
the message’s origin and integrity.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Blockchain networks provide a decentralized mechanism for
peers to collaborate and create trust through business net-
works. Each peer node must perform operations and com-
municate with peers to confirm transactions, reach
consensus, and update the shared ledger’s status. Many
well-known blockchain platforms such as Bitcoin and Ether-
eum have been widely adopted into different application
domains. So far, there has been much confusion about
whether or not the blockchain can scale, as well as a paucity
of information regarding best practices for improving per-
formance and scaling. Besides, more analysis and evaluation
of the performance of these platforms are urgent.

This paper proposes a novel transaction traffic control
approach using fuzzy logic to improve blockchain perfor-
mance. Real-time network feedback is used as input
parameters, and the fuzzy controller adjusts the transac-
tion traffic across the whole network accordingly. A clini-
cal trial testbed built on the Hyperledger Fabric is used as
the experiment environment to evaluate the proposed

approach’s performance. The experiment results indicate
that the designed approach can significantly improve the
transaction throughput while reducing transaction latency.
Furthermore, the proposed approach is applied with an exist-
ing blockchain performance-enhancing tool called Nexledger
Accelerator. The results indicate that the proposed approaches
integrate with the existing performance-enhancing approach
and improve blockchain performance.

One of this study’s limitations is that all benchmark tri-
als are done on a single-host virtual system. The blockchain
network is also running on a local network that is inappro-
priate for production. A future work will refine the proto-
type system. To test the impact of the proposed approach
in the production environment, we will duplicate the results
using a cloud service such as Amazon Web Services (AWS)
or IBM Blockchain. Furthermore, we will verify the applica-
bility of the proposed technique by deploying it on current
smart contract-enabled blockchain platforms such as Ether-
eum and Corda.
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